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Abstract

A multimedia index makes it possible to group data according to similarity criteria. Traditional index structures are based on trees and use the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) approach to retrieve databases. Due to some disadvantages of such an approach, the use of neighborhood graphs was proposed. This approach is interesting, but it has some disadvantages, mainly in its complexity. This chapter presents a step in a long process of analyzing, structuring, and retrieving multimedia databases. Indeed, we propose an effective method for locally updating neighborhood graphs, which constitute our multimedia index. Then, we exploit this structure in order to make the retrieval process easy and effective, using queries in an image form in one hand. In another hand, we use the indexing structure to annotate images in order to describe their semantics. The proposed approach is based on an intelligent manner for locating points in a multidimensional space. Promising results are obtained after experimentations on various databases. Future issues of the proposed approach are very relevant in this domain.
Introduction

Data interrogation is a fundamental problem in various scientific communities. The database and statistics communities (with their various fields such as data mining) are certainly the most implied. Each community considers the interrogation from a different point of view. The database community, for example, deals with great volumes of data by organizing them in an adequate structure in order to be able to answer queries in the most effective way. This is done by using index structures. The statistics community deals only with data samples in order to produce predictive models that are able to draw conclusions on phenomena; these conclusions then are generalized to the whole items. This is achieved using various structures such as decision trees (Mitchell, 2003), Kohonen maps (Kohonen, 2001), neighborhood graphs (Toussaint, 1991), and so forth.

Dealing with multimedia databases means dealing with content-based retrieval. There are two fundamental problems associated with content-based retrieval systems: (a) how to specify a query and (b) how to access the intended data efficiently for a given query. The main objective is to capture the semantics of the considered data. For traditional database systems, the semantics of content-based access are finding data items that match exactly the specified keywords in queries. For multimedia database systems, both query specification and data access become much harder (Chiueh, 1994).

To give the computer the ability to mimic the human being in scene analysis needs to explicit the process by which it moves up from the low level to the highest one. Multimedia processing tools give many ways to transform an image/video into a vector. For instance, MPEG-7 protocol associates a set of quantitative attributes to each image/video. The computation of these features is integrated and automated fully in many software platforms. In return, the labels basically are given by the user, because they are issued from the human language. The relevance of the image/video retrieval process depends on the vector of characteristics. Nevertheless, if we assume that the characteristics are relevant in the representation space, that it is supposed to be $\mathbb{R}^p$, the images that are neighbors should have very similar meanings.

In order to perform an interrogation in multimedia database, it must be structured in an adequate way. For that, an index is used. Indexing a multimedia database consists of finding a way to structure the data so that the neighbors of each multimedia document can be located easily according to one or more similarity criteria. The index structures used in databases are generally in a tree form and aim to create clusters, which are represented by the sheets of the tree and contain rather similar documents. However, in addition to the fact that a traditional index cannot support data with dimensions higher than 16, dealing with multimedia databases needs more operations such as classification and annotation. This is why the use of models issued from the automatic learning community can be very helpful.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section introduces the point location and the database indexing problems. Section 3 presents the motivation and the contributions of our work. Section 4 describes the neighborhood graphs that are the foundation of this contribution. Our contributions are addressed in Section 5. The indexing method and the optimization of the neighborhood graphs are discussed in Section 5.1. Semi-automatic annotation is discussed in Section 5.2. Section 6 gives some experiments that were performed in order to evaluate and validate our approach. We conclude and give some future issues in Section 7.
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